Localized perturbations in binary fluid convection with and without throughflow.
Dynamics and structure of spatially localized convective perturbations in binary fluid layers heated from below and the effect of a plane horizontal Poiseuille throughflow on them are investigated. Fronts and pulse-like wave packets formed out of the three relevant perturbations-two oscillatory ones and a stationary one-are analyzed after evaluating the appropriate saddle points of the three respective dispersion relations of the linear field equations over the complex wave number plane. Front and pulse properties are elucidated in quantitative detail as a function of small throughflow Reynolds numbers for different Soret coupling strengths psi including the pure fluid limit psi=0 in comparison with the appropriate Ginzburg-Landau amplitude equation approximations. Furthermore, small amplitude pulses and fronts obtained from solving the full nonlinear field equations numerically are presented to check and compare with the linear results.